Albania hydroelectric
sector towards large and
sustainable developments

Hello!
I am energy lawyer
In this presentation it will bring a
synthetic overview, based in my daily
empirical experience, on the latest
energy market developments and the
hydropower investments in Albania

You can find me also at:
adviser.albaniaenergy.org
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1.
Why to invest in Albania?
Let’s start with the introductory set of slides
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“

Albania has huge potential of
hydroelectric energy: with eight major
rivers crossing a river basin with over
57% of its current administrative
extension, with an average height by 700
m above sea level and a perennial flow
by 1245 m3/s, for a combined water
supply by 40 billion cubic meters
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A snapshot on Albanian HPP
2,100 MW
Total installed capacity

Above 1785 MW
Concession warded, eligible for partnerships

Up to 615 MW
Further potential capacity
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Theoretical
4500 MW

potential

energy

14%

46%
Total capacity

40%

Yet not build
Further potential

Around 46% of hydroelectric potential is currently utilized
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Lower LCOE in Europe
The water reserves valuing per capita second in the
whole Europe make the country offers an average cost
of hydro production starting by around 35 Euro/MWh
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Favourable
measures

policies

and

soft

▷ National priority of any government
platform from many decades
▷ Governmental facilitation and subsidies
support schemes for the investments
▷ High-quality experienced engineering
and technical workforce, created in the
hydropower sector.
▷ Proven record of successful foreign
investments in the sector (Statkraft,
EVN/Verbund, Ayen, Essegei, etc.)
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Geography of the Investors in HydroPower

Albania
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Strategy: A more balanced mix of the
energy, sustanability and liberalization
Electricity Forecast Production within 2030

Natural Gas
6%
PV
16%

Natural Gas
PV
Hydro

Hydro
78%

798 MW (20–35%)
Additional increase in order to reach the national
target of RES consumption by 38% in 2020!
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A summary on RES-E aimed to
be added to gross final energy
consumption within 2020
Amount (koe)

Generation
(GWh/Vit)

Installation
(MW)

Hydropower
up to 15 MW
(SHPP)

135.0

1,600

600

Wind

18.1

210

70

Photovoltaic
(PV)

15.0

174

120

Waste to
Energy

5.0

60
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Where we are related to the energy 2.0?


Networking capacities
from SEE CAO



Power Market



Day - Head Power Exchange
(APEX)



Intraday balancing market



Coupling with Kosovo in the
first part of 2019 =>



Coupling with Greece or



PXs SEE or



PXs 3WB + Italy (AIMS)

The market model and rules
determine the transition of
energy through organise
market:
- Large consumers that
account for about 39% of
consumption;
- Acquisition of energy by public
companies at free market for
their losses (about 25%);
- Household customers,
around 36%, with regulated
tariffs that are cost-reflective.
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Institutional approach to sustainable
development of HPPs

Hydropower plants
are an option but
priority should be
given to
rehabilitation,
targeting a limited
number of large
HPPs

Pursuing an
integrated approach
to the regional
electricity market,
such as water
resources, in the
context of climate
challenges

In each case should be
followed with appropriate EIA,
cross-border considerations,
and incorporation of
sustainability principles into
HPP planning

2.
Fundamental role of
technical studies
Now let us go further with the core of this presentation
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Main feature on the granting
schemes of investments
Authorization

Partnership

The investors has the
burden of the work :
a) the connection to
network;
b) permits, licenses
and preliminary ESIA;
c) legal the property;
and d) the opinion on
the priority and
quantity of water that
can be used.

A trilateral relation
Ministry of Energy &
Developer and Bank
• Freely negotiate
terms of CA;
• PPA based in "feedin" model for a period
of 15Ys;
• Permits release as a
co- shared
responsibility.

Capacity Tender
Tender for capacity for
construction of the
above 50 MW
photovoltaic plant.
A large-scale
innovation, where
everything is prepared
in the package by the
public authority, giving
maximum support to
investors’ concerns.
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PPPs a regime build to attract the favor of
private and foreign investments
Freely negotiate of flexible terms
of CA based in financial
modelling with IRR ≤ 16%
PPP
(Ministry of
Energy &
Developer
and Bank)

PPA guaranties the intake of all
energy, based in "feed-in" model
for a period of 15Ys
Permits release (up to 20) as a coresponsibility shared with the
public authorities

Innovation of tender for capacity in HPP
First principle of
tender for
capacity, partially
applied in many
HPP projects over
the last 2-3 years

August 2018,
MIE opened
tender for the
construction of
the PV above
50 MW in the
south Albania

A practice designed to act
as a model for further
hydroelectric
concessions, where
everything is prepared in
the package by the
public authority, giving
maximum support to
interested investors
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The long chain of the granting right in
the regime of Concession/PPP

Source: EITI 2016
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Let’s view the main concepts of
technical studies

Technical Feasibility

Economic Feasibility

Virtual building of the project accompanied by the
general scheme. Provide an appropriate opinion of the
TSO/OSHEE. Land issue addressed with exact
references in a map. The same, with respect to the line
track linking the generating source to the transmission
or distribution system.

With the support of software should be simulate the
expected costs and incomes (per month) as well as
the duration of the construction, divided into the
relevant categories: financial costs, construction
costs (labour costs, machinery and the connection
with network), operating and maintenance costs.

Financial Feasibility

Environmental and Social Impact

The plan must determine how proposed project is
intended to be financed. It must present the various
supporting documents, which may be letter of
interest, credit agreement or any other document
where the monetary values are expressed in terms of
financing and the financing structure (own equity,
bank loans, donations or other financing).

Information on the positive or negative impact on
land use, biodiversity and landscape, the effects
associated with the construction, the emission in the
atmosphere, soil or water, acoustic pollution, and
any social impact of the project, such as those for
local employment, infrastructure upgrading, etc.,
based on legislation in force.
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Relevant aspects of A&M in HPP projects

The legal
procedure
request the
consensus of the
public
authorities, in
the same way
given for it’s
approve

The doubt on the
reliability of the
projects already
awarded, if
considers that a
good project it is
sold by itself

In financial
terms, time and
energy, it costs
more because of
the necessity to
remake the
evaluation along
all the chain

Approach of
developers, as
far way to what
is request form
whom is offered
to manage
renewable
resources
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Personal
Blog LG

Place your screenshot here

WEB | adviser.albaniaenergy.org
This portal based on a long-term strategic projection, aiming to use
technology as a carrier to catalyst the opportunities and simplifying the
distances among the interested parties.

Thanks!
Any questions?
You can contact me throught:
MOB | + 355 68 307 64 88
E-MAIL | lorenc_gordani@albaniaenergy.org
Social Media | LinkedIn Twitter, Fb

